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Geology

Evidence for Glacial Outburst Floods along the Lower Flathead River: Results from
Geologic Mapping, Geomorphologic Analysis, and a Gravity Survey near Polson,
Montana

Committee Chair: Marc S. Hendrix
The Kerr Dam Canyon (KDC) and Buffalo Basin (BB) are located 10 km west of
Polson, Montana along the Lower Flathead River. Quaternary sediments in this region
were deposited as part of an ice marginal system that included the Flathead Lobe (FHL)
of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet and associated outwash environments, Glacial Lake Missoula
(GLM), and proglacial Lake Flathead.
In this study, I mapped approximately 63 square km in and around the former terminal
position of the Flathead Lobe, in order to better understand the history of deglaciation in
the region and better document evidence supporting the delivery of large discharge pulses
of meltwater during terminal glacial retreat. Based on my field observations and facies
descriptions, I defined and mapped eight geologic units; Ysr – St. Regis Fm., Yr - Revett
Fm., Qal - Quaternary alluvium, Qalf - Quaternary alluvium related to flood events,
Qgdm - massive diamict, Qgdl - layered diamict, Qo - glacial outwash, and Qgm - glacial
moraine.
Evidence for outburst flooding includes a series of lobe-shaped Qalf deposits in the BB
and several flights of strath terraces in the KDC. The Qalf deposits are composed of
cobble- to boulder-bearing conglomerate (maximum clast size >4 m) that is organized by
elevation into three depositional surfaces. I infer that these surfaces were formed as part
of a proglacial fluvial system that included episodic jökulhlaups (outburst floods)
associated with ablation of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet. Four terraces are carved into thick
Qgdm deposits and can be traced the length of the KDC. The terraces correlate acrosscanyon at elevations 925 and 913 meters.
A depth-to-bedrock model inverted from gravity data in the BB provides the basis for
interpreting the shape of the valley fill/bedrock contact. I organized forty seven gravity
observations into four lines and inverted for depth to create cross sections. From these
data, I infer the presence of two normal faults on the east shoulder of the basin and
channel-shaped erosional features near the mouth of the canyon. The existence of the
channel features strongly suggests that the ancient Lower Flathead River likely served as
the principle drainage for the lower Flathead River drainage system prior to the most
recent occurrence of glacial Lake Missoula and possibly deeper into the geologic past.
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Introduction
Quaternary sediments in the southern Flathead and northern Mission Valleys of
northwest Montana record the advance and retreat of the Flathead Lobe of the Cordilleran
Ice Sheet (FL) as well as the filling and draining of glacial Lake Missoula (GLM).
During the last glacial maximum, the FL flowed southward from the Montana/Canadian
border to its terminal position at the southern end of the Flathead Valley. Glacial
terminal deposits are expressed topographically as the Polson Moraine, an arcuate set of
hills at the southern end of modern day Flathead Lake. Based on the sedimentology of
the moraine, a variety of investigators have inferred that the FL likely terminated into
glacially dammed Lake Missoula (GLM) for at least part of its history (Hoffman et al.
2003, Hoffman and Hendrix 2003a, 2003b, Braden 2006). With the retreat of the ice, the
Polson Moraine complex dammed a proglacial lake in the southern Flathead valley
(Smith, 2004). Those waters eventually overtopped the moraine dam and incised into
the package of glacio-lacustrine sediments to the southwest, forming the modern Kerr
Dam Canyon. This study is an effort to better constrain the temporal and physical
relationship between all of these events.
Some of the best preserved evidence of regional deglaciation is found in the Kerr
Dam Canyon (KDC), just west of Polson, Montana and in the Buffalo Basin (BB) at the
mouth of the canyon (Figure 1) . The Kerr Dam Canyon was formed as the lower
Flathead River downcut through thick packages of lake sediments (diamicton). During
this phase of downcutting, a series of well developed terrace sets were eroded along the
sides of the KDC. Downstream, the Buffalo Basin contains large, lobate flood deposits.
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I hypothesize that today’s Lower Flathead River drainage was the main drainage
for the southern Flathead Valley and that meltwater flowed through the canyon since the
last glacial maximum and likely prior to that time. Relatively shallow bedrock throughout
the region helped control the position of the ice in the valley during the last glacial
maximum and also exerted a major influence on the principal drainage patterns that
developed as the ice retreated (Braden, 2006). Deeply incised bedrock at Kerr Dam and
Buffalo Rapids controls the position of the lower Flathead River today and most likely
did so as well during the late Pleistocene when the Flathead Valley was occupied by the
FL. Increased flows related to regional deglaciation also played a major role in the
depositional regime downstream of KDC.
In this thesis, I utilized three separate approaches to help better constrain the
Quaternary geologic history of the area. First, I mapped, at 1:24,000 scale, the
Quaternary sediments in the canyon west of Kerr Dam and the adjacent basin
downstream. In-depth examination of these deposits yields important information
regarding the depositional regime and the relative position of the ice in the southern
Flathead Valley. Secondly, I performed a detailed study of the geometry of strath
terraces identified throughout the length of the canyon and depositional terraces in the
basin. Terrace geometry can be an indicator of climactic, flow, or base level changes
(Ritter, 1982). Thirdly I performed a geophysical investigation of the subsurface bedrock
geometry of the western part of the field area. I collected forty seven gravity
observations in the eastern part of the Buffalo Basin and augmented these data points
with published data (McCafferty et al., 1995). I used the combined suite of data to model
the subsurface bedrock topography. The resulting detailed depth model of the basin
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provides an important context from which I interpret the role that bedrock topography has
played in the recent geologic history of the area.
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Figure 1. Hillshade of the southern Flathead Valley, northwest Montana. The figure highlights major
geographical features. SM-Salish Mountains, IF-Irvine Flats, EM-Elmo Moraine, BB-Buffalo Basin,
KDC-Kerr Dam Canyon, VV-Valley View Hills, PR-Pablo Reservoir MM Mission Mountains. The
purple box is the study area.
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Geologic History
Regional Tectonics/Structure
Flathead Valley is located at the southern end of the Rocky Mountain Trench
(Figure 2) - a linear, normally faulted series of valleys that strike northwest-southeast and
stretch 1500 km from western Montana north and west into central British Columbia
(Leech, 1966). Located 70 km southwest of Glacier National Park and 100 km west of
the Rocky Mountain Front, the Flathead valley is bounded on the east by the Mission
Range, on west by the Salish Mountains, and on the south by the Mission Valley. A
majority of the valley is occupied today by Flathead Lake; the largest (by surface area)
naturally-occurring freshwater lake in the western US at 496 km2.
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Figure 2. Part A is the regional geology of northwestern Montana. Part B shows the major geographic
features of the Flathead Valley along with the major faults in the area.

Bedrock in the region is comprised of argillite, siltite and metacarbonate rock of
the Proterozoic Belt Supergroup. These rocks were deposited starting at about 1.5 Ga
(O’Neill, 1983) and underwent compression from Cretaceous through earliest Eocene
time followed by extensional collapse in the Middle Eocene. Movement on the Mission
normal fault which bounds the Flathead Valley on its east side has created a half-graben
structure, down-dropping the Mission Valley relative to the Mission Range (Ostenaa et
al., 1995). Northwest-southeast and east-west trending strike-slip faults also are
prevalent in the region (Hofmann et al., 2006; Salmon, 2006).
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Quaternary Geology/ Glaciology

Figure 3. Map of the northwestern US showing the terminal advance of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet and
associated alpine glaciers, the maximum extent of glacial Lakes Missoula and Columbia and the
‘Channeled Scabland’. FHL-Flathead Lobe, PTL-Purcell Trench Lobe. The study area (labeled) is
represented by the pink box in the upper right.

Glacial Lake Missoula
Evidence for the existence of the large, glacially dammed lake identified today as
glacial Lake Missoula was first recognized by J.T. Pardee in 1910. He was the first to
interpret the linear features on the hillsides of western Montana to be wave-cut benches
from the shoreline of an ancient lake. Pardee also recognized mega-ripple features in
Camas Prairie, MT (Pardee, 1942) and inferred that a series of ‘unusual currents’
produced them. J. Harlan Bretz (1923) was the first to interpret the impressive erosional
features and flood deposits of the “Channeled Scabland” in Idaho and Eastern
Washington as being produced by a mega-flood.
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In the late Pleistocene, the Purcell Trench Lobe (PTL) of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet
dammed the Clark Fork River, impounding glacial Lake Missoula in the intermontane
valleys of northwestern Montana. At maximum fill, the lake surface reached an elevation
of 1265 m (Waitt and Atwater, 1989) with a maximum water depth of 670m. Lake
volume exceeded 2500 km3 (Craig, 1987). The ice-dam eventually broke (at least once
and perhaps dozens of times) and the lake drained catastrophically. The resulting megafloods flowed west through Idaho and eastern Washington, scouring the channeled
scabland and eventually emptying into the Pacific Ocean through the Columbia Gorge
(Figure 3).
Most of the research for GLM has been centered on sedimentary erosional and
depositional features, typically inferred to have resulted from the draining of glacial Lake
Missoula (Bretz, 1923a, Bretz 1923b, Bretz, 1969, Waitt, 1985, Atwater, 1986, Clague et
al., 2003). In contrast, very little rigorous research has been conducted on the Quaternary
lake sediments in the basin itself. The terminal history of glacial Lake Missoula and the
record of subsequent deglaciation in the valley is, as yet, poorly understood.

Regional Sedimentological and Structural Research

Levish (1997) provided the first detailed investigation of Quaternary sediments in
the Mission valley. Importantly, he examined Pleistocene sediments, previously
interpreted as glacial till deposits in the basin, and reinterpreted them as glacio-lacustrine
deposits based on their sedimentology.

Levish (1997) also interpreted the Polson

Moraine as representing the southernmost advance of the most recent ice sheet. Smith
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(2004) performed geologic mapping and sedimentologic studies and reviewed well-log
data to define the stratigraphy of the northern Flathead Valley. He also provided
evidence for the development of a proglacial lake in the Flathead Valley and
characterized the retreat of the Flathead Lobe. Recent mapping and sedimentologic
investigations (Hoffman et al. 2003, Hoffman and Hendrix 2003a, 2003b, Braden 2006)
suggested that the Polson moraine was deposited as a sub-lacustrine terminal moraine. In
addition to these studies, over 270 km of seismic reflection data (Kogan, 1980) and 19
piston cores recently were recovered from Flathead Lake (Hofmann et al., 2003). Using
these combined data sets, Hofmann et al. (2003) defined six seismic stratigraphic units.
These include glacial till, glacio-lacustrine sediments, slump deposits, turbidites, and silty
mud. Stratal geometries and a series of erosional unconformities within these lake
sediments indicate significant lake level changes during the Holocene (Sperazza et al.,
2005).
Recent graduate students at the University of Montana have performed detailed
studies of the geology of the Flathead Valley. Timmerman (2005) performed detailed
geologic mapping along the LFR, including part of my field area, as well as south of this
study. He also used paleomagnetic secular variation (PSV) to temporally constrain
climactic changes in the region and improve the chronology available from radiometric
14C dating of Flathead Lake piston cores. Bondurant (2005) mapped the region
northwest of this study and described the sedimentology and geomorphology of features
associated with the ice margin in the region of Big Arm Bay. Based on field
observations, Bondurant (2005) was able to determine the relative timing of glacial and
deglacial events in the area. Salmon (2005) mapped the sediments and bedrock north of
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this study and concluded that the furthest advance of the ice in the valley was during a
low stand of GLM. He also improved knowledge of the tectonic history of the area
through detailed mapping of faults. Braden (2006) mapped the Polson Moraine
immediately to the east of my study area and concluded that GLM drained before the
retreat of the FHL and that bedrock in the area heavily influenced the terminal position of
the glacier. Braden (2006) also used visual varve correlation techniques to match varve
sequences observed onshore with those recovered in piston cores offshore.

Temporal Constraints
The timing of Quaternary geologic events in the region is generally poorly
constrained. The Flathead Lobe (FL) and the Purcell Trench Lobe (PTL) most likely
advanced at the same time during the Pinedale glaciation (25,000-14,000 14 C yr BP).
Smith (2004) concluded that the FL and PTL reached their respective terminal positions
at the same time, implying that the FL mostly likely terminated into GLM for at least part
of its existence. This inference is supported through sedimentological evidence of subaqueous deposition for the Polson Moraine (Braden, 2006; Hendrix et al. 2004). Based
on optically stimulated luminescence analysis of the glacio-lacustrine sediments in the
area, Levish (1997) suggested that the lake existed from ~19,200 to 16,000 cal. yr BP.
Other direct dating techniques have been used to constrain the timing of events.
The Glacier Peak tephra is observed in the Flathead Lake piston cores (Hofmann, 2003),
in a fluvial terrace located near Sloan Bridge (Timmerman, 2005), and in eolian deposits
north of Flathead Lake (Smith, 2004). Radiocarbon dates for the Glacier Peak tephra
show it to have been deposited 13,180 cal. yr BP (Hallett et al., 2001). Using the tephra
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layer as a constraint and interpreting seismic reflection data from Flathead Lake,
Hofmann et al. (2003) concluded that deglaciation occurred by 13,000 cal. yr BP. Based
on the sedimentology of deposits in the Big Arm area and cross cutting relationships
observed between features in the region, Bondurant (2005) inferred that deglaciation
occurred by 14,150 cal. yr BP. Based on these data, it is likely that most of the glacially
derived sediments in the valley were deposited somewhere between 25,000 and 14,150
cal. yr BP.

Geologic Mapping
Lithofacies Classifications
Observed lithofacies in this study are described according to the style presented
by Evans and Benn (2004). Each geologic unit was interpreted in the field and
differentiated from other units based on sedimentology and geomorphology. Field
mapping was performed mostly in the summer of 2005, using standard field mapping
techniques. Geologic contacts and other field derived information were hand drawn in
the field on a USGS 7.5 minute topographic map.
Figure 4 displays the facies code, lithofacies description, and sedimentary
structures present in each unit. In the following section, I provide detailed description of
each lithofacies classification and its defining characteristics. Ultimately, these
lithofacies are used to describe and help differentiate individual map units and assist in
their interpretations.
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Lithofacies Classification
Code
Dmm
Dml
Gm
Go
Gh
Gcb
Gcc
Gmf
St
Scr
Fl

Description
Diamict, matrix supported
Diamict, matrix supported
Gravel, clast supported
Gravel, open framework
Gravel, clast supported
Gravel, clast supported, boulders
Gravel, clast supported, cobbles
Gravel, fine grained matrix supported
Sand, medium to coarse
Sand, climbing ripples
Clay and silt, laminated

Notes
Massive
Laminated with rhythmites or varved
Massive
Weak imbrication
Crudely bedded
Boulder dominated
Cobble dominated
Massive
Sub to super critically climbing ripples

Figure 4. Facies classification adapted from Evans and Benn, 2004.

Dmm – Diamict, matrix supported, massive
The matrix in this massive diamict is composed of tan, light brown and light gray
fine sand and silt. Clasts are pebble- to cobble-sized, sub-angular to sub-rounded in
shape and are randomly oriented. Most of the clasts consist of argillite, quartzite and
siltite of the Belt Supergroup. Weak grading and stratification is evident in some
exposures. Dmm is best represented in the badland exposures along the lower Flathead
River west of Kerr Dam.

Dml – Diamict, matrix supported and laminated
This unit is characterized by alternating layers of brown and tan clay and silt
supporting pebble- to cobble-sized clasts of poorly sorted, sub-rounded to sub-angular
rock. Alternating light and dark layers of cm-scale thickness locally contain mm scale
internal laminations. Clasts are randomly oriented and relatively uncommon compared to
the Dmm facies. Similar to Dmm, the clasts consist of argillite, quartzite, and siltite of
the Belt Supergroup.
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Gm – Clast supported gravel, massive
This facies is a clast supported gravel showing no internal structures. Clasts are
pebble- to cobble-sized, poorly sorted and range from sub-angular to rounded with
random orientation. What little matrix exists is composed of brown and gray, fine- to
coarse-grained sand.

Go – Open framework gravel
This facies consists of a well-organized, clast-supported gravel containing very
little coarse sand matrix. The best exposure of Go is in a gully on the north side of the
LFR just west of the Kerr Dam and is included in the measured section there (Figure 11).
Clasts are sub angular to rounded and poorly sorted. The unit exhibits channel
geometry, and weak imbrication is apparent in some exposures

Gh – Clast supported gravel, crudely bedded
Gh gravels typically consist of sub-rounded to rounded, pebble- to cobble-sized
clasts. Deposits are crudely bedded with layers defined by changes in sorting and grain
size. None of the gravels are laterally continuous but rather occur as lenticular bodies
that pinch out over 0.5 to 4 meters from end to end.

Gcb – Gravel, clast supported, boulder dominated
This facies consists of matrix poor, boulder bearing conglomerate. Clasts are
grain supported and range from angular to sub-rounded. Generally, clasts of the Gmb
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facies are poorly sorted but do occur locally in clast support. This facies typically is
dominated by boulders and minor cobbles. Matrix consists of medium to coarse sand.

Gcc - Gravel, clast- supported, cobble dominated
Similar to Gcb, Gcc is a matrix poor conglomerate. Grain size in this unit,
however, is dominated by cobble sized clasts that are sub-angular to sub-rounded.
Sorting is generally poor although some occurrences contain well-sorted and imbricated
cobbles. Any matrix present consists of medium- to coarse-grained sand.

Gmf – Gravel, fine-grained matrix supported
The matrix in this facies is dominated by light grey to tan clay, silt and fine sand.
The clasts are pebble –to boulder – sized and are sub-rounded to rounded in shape. This
facies is seen in the morainal deposits in the northwestern part of the geologic map. In
contrast to the Dmm facies, exposures of this unit show no apparent bedding or clast
organization.

St – Sand, medium to coarse
This facies is dominated by lenses of medium to coarse sand. The sand is
commonly trough cross bedded but also can be massive. Generally, St is not laterally
continuous for more than 1-2 meters with some lenses less than .5 meters across.

Scr– Sand, with climbing ripples.
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This facies consists of tan, light brown or gray fine sand to silt that exhibits subto-super critically climbing ripples. Individual layers within the unit are well sorted and
alternate between fine sand and silt.

Fl – Clay and silt, laminated
This facies consists of light brown to tan clay and silt. Individual beds are usually
<4 cm thick and laterally continuous. Fl commonly is intercalated with fine sand and silt
in packages within other facies.
Geologic Map

Measured
Section

NAD_1927_UTM_Zone_11N

Figure 5. Geologic Map of the study area showing the location of the measured section (Figure 11) and
the location of glacial striae. The orientation of the striae were measured in the field and are displayed on
the rose diagram.
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Unit Descriptions

I differentiated rocks and sediments in the map area into eight individual map
units; The Revett Formation, The St. Regis Formation, Quaternary alluvium, Quaternary
alluvium related to flood events, massive diamict, layered diamict, glacial outwash, and
glacial moraine. In the following section, I provide detailed descriptions of these units,
their distribution and an interpretation of their origin. Figure 6 shows a brief summary of
the units, their relative ages and the colors and symbols used to indicate them on the map.
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Figure 6. Unit Descriptions for the geologic map
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Bedrock
This study focuses mainly on the Quaternary sediments in the area. I do,
however, differentiate between the Yr and Ysr units based mostly on mapping done by
others as well as observations I made in the field. Exposures of bedrock to the north and
south of my field area are generally N-S in strike (Harrison, 1992; Salmon, 2005). I
infer, based on the lack of evidence for major east-west oriented faulting in my map area,
that these units most likely continue in this same orientation on a regional scale.

Yr - Revett Formation
Part of the Ravalli Group, the Revett consists of medium grained quartzite
interbedded with white siltite and green laminated argillite (Harrison et al., 1992).
Mapping done by Salmon (2005) just north of my field area shows the Revett to be
composed of fine-grained, well rounded, well sorted, gray sandstone with little internal
variation. Liesgangue bands are common and the banding in general appears to be
irregular. Oscillation ripples occur in some locations.

Ysr – St. Regis Formation
Also part of the Ravalli Group of the Mesoproterozoic Belt Supergroup, the St.
Regis Formation is comprised of alternating beds of dark-purple and dark green
interlaminated argillite and siltite. The St. Regis also exhibits beds of quartzite that range
from 10cm to 3m in thickness. The upper part of the formation is dolomitic while the
lower beds are usually thin, rippled and mud-cracked (Harrison et al., 1992).
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Quaternary Sediments
Qal – Alluvium related to modern streams
This map unit is the product of modern stream processes and includes active and
non-active stream channels as well as overbank and point bar deposits. Exposures of Qal
exhibit intercalated Gh, Gcc, and Flv. Gh deposits are localized and exhibit channel
geometry and crude bedding, indicating that they are a product of main or side channel
deposition. Gh exposures in the BB (Figure 5) show clast imbrication that indicates a
paleo-flow direction to the west, the same direction as the modern lower Flathead River.
Flv deposits are often draped over Gh and Gcc facies and are interpreted to be overbank
flood deposits.

Interpretation
I interpret Qal deposits in the map area as being produced following incision of
the lower Flathead River into the Qgdm and Qgdl, and deposited after the last draining of
GLM. Consequently, the alluvium mostly consists of reworked diamict deposits and can
be difficult to distinguish from Quaternary diamict in the field. Due to limited exposure
in the field, I defined the boundary of the Qal unit partly with the aid of a hillshade image
derived from a 10 meter DEM using ArcGIS software. Qal in the map area comprises the
floodplain for the LFR so I used the slope break between the floodplain and the
surrounding hills as a proxy for the geologic contact.

Qalf – Quaternary Alluvium related to flood events
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Description
This unit occurs in the terraces and lobe-shaped features located in the Buffalo
Basin. Both Gmb and Gmc lithofacies are represented in this unit but are separated by
elevation and location. Figure 7 shows the general outline of each of the five identified
major lobate shaped landforms in the basin. Lobes 3 and 4 near Buffalo Rapids contain
the Gcb facies with angular to sub-angular, boulder-sized clasts prominent throughout the
deposit. In Lobe 3, the deposits typically show terrace morphology (Ritter, 1982) with
multiple tread – riser sets working from the floodplain upward against the hillside (Figure
7). Lobe 4 is also composed of Gcb and contains a field of boulders (up to 3m in
diameter) on its upper surface.

Buffalo
Rapids

Figure 7. Aerial Photograph (NAIP-USDA) with annotation for Qalf deposits.
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I infer that most clasts in the Gmb facies were plucked from the bedrock at the
mouth of the canyon during high discharge events and deposited immediately
downstream as flow velocities slowed in the basin. Soil obscures most of the deposits,
but local modern drainages that incise the terraces indicate that boulder sized clasts exist
throughout the exposed thickness of each terrace. Subsequent partial reworking and
erosion of Gcb facies in the BB by the lower Flathead River has resulted in the modern
geometry of the lobes.
Gcc facies dominate in lobes 1, 2 and 5. These deposits are distal to the mouth of
the canyon and lower in elevation but still contain clasts up to 30 cm in diameter. The
treads of the terraces range in elevation from 834m to 826m (see Terraces section). Lobe
1 (Figure 8) is the most visually prominent landform in the basin and is over 1100 meters
in length.
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Figure 8. Photograph of flood deposits looking southwest into the BB. The prominent landform is Lobe 1.
The Salish Mountains are in the background.

Interpretation
Based on their sedimentology and geomorphology, I infer that the Qalf deposits
were emplaced during flood events (see the ‘Terraces’ section below for detailed analysis
of the depositional environment). On the south side of the river, Lobe 4 contains the
most impressive evidence of floods with a field of meter-scale diameter boulders that are
locally imbricated and show flow to the west (see Terraces section). Detailed analysis of
sediment cores taken from Flathead Lake (Hofmann et al. 2003) reveal a series of 5
anomalously coarse upward-fining beds that are interpreted to be related to high
discharge events in the lake and are constrained as having been deposited between
14,150±150 cal. Yr BP and 13,180±120 cal. Yr BP The flood events that deposited
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these anomalously coarse sediments in Flathead Lake may be the same as those that I
infer to have deposited the Qalf deposits in the BB. Reliably dating the Qalf depostis and
comparing them to the dates of the upward fining beds would help prove or disprove this
hypothesis.

Qgdm – Massive Diamict
Description
This unit consists of up to 100m of massive diamict that I interpret as having been
deposited in glacial Lake Missoula. The unit consists of Dmm intercalated with local
beds of Fl and Gm. Fl beds range from millimeter to centimeter scale in thickness. Beds
alternate between light and dark brown and show climbing ripples and larger scale
crossbeds. This unit is well exposed in the Kerr Dam Canyon along the Lower Flathead
River west of Kerr Dam and exhibits dramatic badland topography (Figure 9) along its
length.
The Kerr Section (see below) is placed stratigraphically between deposits of
Qgdm and shows a Go deposit that is directly overlain by a thick (4 meter) package of
Scr, Fl, and St. This section was measured in a gully drainage 0.5 km west of the Kerr
Dam spill point on the north side of the lower Flathead River (Figure 5). Deposits of Go
in Qgdm are rare and appear to be present only in the measured section.
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A

B

Figure 9. A: Exposure of Qgdm along the lower Flathead River in exhibiting typical badland topography.
B: Close up of massive diamicton (Dmm facies). Note the rock hammer for scale.

Interpretation
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The massive diamicton occupies a majority of the geologic map (Plate 1) and is
prominent on both the south and north sides of the lower Flathead River. To the south,
Qgdm is seen in cliff side exposures in the KDC and in the gently undulating plain
occupied by farms and ranches. On the north side of the river, Qgdm is seen in cliff side
exposures as well as in Weythman Gulch and other, smaller, drainages. This remarkably
thick package of sediments (~150m, Levish (1997)) is the result of sedimentation directly
into glacial Lake Missoula via fluvial and glacio-fluvial input from the Flathead Valley
and surrounding mountains, as well as rainout from floating ice. I interpret deposits of
Gm to be iceberg “dumps” where the floating ice becomes unstable, overturns and
delivers loose clasts in one event (Levish, 1997). Sedimentation ended after the last
draining of GLM, and the Flathead River subsequently incised Qgdm deposits to form
today’s Kerr Dam Canyon. The top of this unit forms a gently dipping, relatively flat
lying surface ranging from 970 to 910 meters elevation in the region south and west of
the Polson Moraine. I interpret this surface to be the former floor of GLM. The terminal
moraine material and outwash sediments located at the northeast part of the geologic map
(Plate 1) occur on top of this paleo-lakebed surface.

Qgdl – Layered Diamicton
Description
This unit is characterized by Dml facies deposited in the northwest part of the
map area. This matrix-supported conglomerate exhibits millimeter scale laminations of
alternating light and dark brown sediment within centimeter scale layers of the same
color pattern. Layers are continuous within the outcrop and are flat-lying. Clasts in this
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unit are not as common as in Qgdm but have similar characteristics. The contact between
the Qgdm and Qgdl is gradational and is located in the area just south of the bedrockcored Buffalo Ridge (Figure 5).

Figure 10. Photograph of Qgdl unit. Pencil is for scale.
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Interpretation
I interpret the Qgdl unit as slackwater glacial Lake Missoula sediments. This unit
is found only in the northwestern part of the map area (Plate 1) and in a region that is
isolated by bedrock cored hills of the Salish Mountains to the west and north and Buffalo
Ridge to the east. The millimeter scale laminations found in this unit indicate a very lowenergy depositional environment and are typical of sediment deposited in glaciolacustrine
settings (Ashley, 1975; Shaw, 1977; Eyles and Miall, 1984). I interpret the alternating
colors to be rhythmites similar to those described by Ashley (1975) in the glacial Lake
Hitchcock basin in Massachusetts and Connecticut. The sediments described by Ashley
(1975) exhibit similar character to those in this part of the GLM basin with mm to cm
scale silt and clay layers that alternate in color. The light brown and dark brown couplets
are best explained by seasonal cyclicity and large storms rather than by turbidites
representing one depositional event. The source for these fine grained sediments was
dominantly fluvial and glacio-fluvial with input from sediment laden glacial meltwater at
the ice margin. Similar to Qgdm, the clasts that occur in this matrix are likely the result
of iceberg rainout but there are fewer clasts due to the lack of iceberg input in this
isolated part of Lake Missoula

Qgo
Description
Glacial outwash is present only in the northwestern part of the map (Plate 1).
Descriptions of the unit are based mostly on work done by Salmon (2006) and Braden
(2006) who performed detailed geologic mapping in the areas north and west of this
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study respectively. Salmon (2006) identified outwash in a gravel pit and described the
unit as being fluvial in character with a fining upward sequence that includes crossbedded gravel, massive gravel, and current rippled sand. Braden (2006) described
outwash based on seven water well logs. These logs describe up to 67 m of interbedded
sand and gravel. The Qgo unit in my map area consists of St and Gm facies, similar to
observations reported by Braden (2006) and Salmon (2006). The Qgo occurs between
moraine (Qgm) crests.
Interpretation
I infer that the Qgo facies described here were deposited by meltwater flowing
from the ice margin. The moraine crests (Qgm) were topographically higher during
deposition of this unit so meltwater flows that deposited these sands and gravels were
focused in areas between crests and in the valley south and west of the moraine
Qgm
Description
Glacial morainal deposits are present only in the far northwestern part of the map
area and are recognized mostly by their geomorphology. Part of the Polson Moraine
complex, the moraine identified here is part of an arcuate set of ridges that represent the
terminal position of the Flathead Lobe. Braden (2006) identified three separate northsouth trending moraine crests on the north side of the LFR. The Qgm unit in my map
area is located in the westernmost of these crests. In road cuts east of the map area,
morainal deposits are identified by poorly sorted Gmf facies.
Interpretation
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I interpret the Qgm unit as representing the maximum advance of the Flathead
Lobe. Based on gravity data and map relations, Braden (2006) inferred that a series of
bedrock ridges in the area partially impounded the advancing ice sheet, controlling its
terminal position. He also concluded that the morainal deposits on the north side of the
LFR were deposited sub-aerially while the moraine on the south side of the river was
deposited sub-aqueously. Salmon (2006) mapped what he inferred to be distinctly subaerial moraine deposits in his study area and concluded that they were deposited during a
low stand of GLM. I agree with these interpretations. The Gmf facies exposed in road
cuts east of the field area show no evidence of subaqueous deposition. The multiple
moraine crests indicate two separate points of stability; however, it is still unclear
whether the crests represent two separate advances or one advance and then a temporary
stabilization during ice retreat.

Stratigraphic Section

The measured section in Figure 11 is the only preserved evidence of ice marginal
deposition related to meltwater flows southwest of the Polson Moraine complex. The
section is exposed in a gully on the north side of the river in the KDC, about 0.5 km west
of the Kerr Dam spill point and 10 meters above modern day river grade. The location of
the section is marked on the map in Figure 5. The section was measured at a centimeter
scale. Stratigraphically, the section sits between packages of massive diamict (Qgdm).
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Figure 11. Measured section of a gully exposure just west of the Kerr Dam. The white bar near the bottom is 1 meter in length.
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The measured section is the only exposure of its kind in the map area.
Interpretations based on this section, therefore, are somewhat tenuous due to the lack of
information on the spatial extent and character of the strata in question. The lower 2/3 of
the section shows an overall upward fining character with the open framework gravel
passing quickly upsection to a thin bed of coarse grained sand and from there into
interbedded fine sand, silt and clay. Although this sort of upward fining sequence is
typical of meandering fluvial settings, I do not infer these sediments to be the product of
a meandering fluvial system. The sharpness of the transition between the gravel (main
channel bottom) and the fine grained sediments above suggests that the main channel was
abandoned rather quickly. Also, the fine sands and silts show remarkable aggradation,
indicating a very high sediment supply that is more likely to be seen in ice-marginal
environments (Maizels, 2002).
One possible alternative facies model is that put forward by Bennet et al. (2004)
(Figure 12). This model, proposed for the Copper River Basin in Alaska, shows
deposition from the ice margin directly into a proglacial lake via suprafan lobes, sheet
gravels and sands that are deposited directly from meltwater at the base of the glacier
through sediment gravity flows. Braden (2006) concluded that the terminal position of
the ice in the valley was at least partly controlled by the bedrock of the Kerr Dam spill
point only 0.5 km east of the measured section. Additionally, the northeast corner of my
geologic map (Plate 1) and the western part of Braden’s map shows the location of the
terminal moraine to be just east of the location of the measured exposure. Glacial striae
identified in bedrock just west of the Kerr dam notch (Figure 5) represent the
westernmost direct evidence of glaciation in the area. Therefore, based on field mapping,
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the ice margin was very close if not at the Kerr Dam bedrock ridge. Hendrix et al.
(2004), Braden (2006), and Salmon (2006) all infer that the moraine was at least partially
deposited into GLM and that the ice margin at the time terminated into a glacially
dammed lake. Based on the work done by these researchers and the work done in this
study, the area just west of Kerr Dam likely was a proglacial lacustrine environment.

Figure 12. From Bennett, 2005. Facies model for the Copper River Basin, AK. This model may be a
modern day analog for the deposition of the Kerr Dam section.
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Terraces
Introduction

River terraces are key elements in understanding local and regional geomorphic
history. Fluvial terrace flights are found both in the Kerr Dam Canyon and downstream
in the Buffalo Basin. Careful examination of these terraces can provide direct evidence
for the recent drainage history of the area, possibly indicating changes in base level
controls, climate change, or flood events (Howard et al., 1968; Ritter, 1982, Wegmann
and Pazzaglia, 2002). In order to test the hypothesis that these terraces represent rapid
episodic downcutting of the Kerr Dam Canyon following terminal draining of GLM, I
used a 10 meter digital elevation model (USGS National Elevation Dataset available at
www.mapmart.com) and field mapping techniques to document their geomorphology.
During field mapping sessions, erosional (strath) terraces were visually identified
in the canyon. The terraces are cut into the massive diamicton (Qgdm) deposits west of
Kerr Dam and continue down canyon to the Buffalo Rapids bedrock notch. Local
drainages have deeply incised the relatively loose glaciolacustrine sediments, creating
“badlands-style” topography and rendering measurement of the terrace geometries
challenging. Figure 13 shows photographs of the terraces in the canyon.
Depositional (fill) terraces are prevalent in the Buffalo Basin, stretching west
from Buffalo Rapids approximately 4 km into the basin. The terraces are identified as the
Qalf unit on the geologic map of the area (Plate 1). On the east side of the basin
(proximal to the Buffalo Rapids bedrock), the deposits are composed of boulder
dominated massive gravel (Gcb). Further to the west, the deposits are composed of
cobble dominated massive gravel (Gcc).
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A

B

Figure 13. Photographs of the KDC showing erosional terraces. A: Looking west from the Kerr Dam
Overlook. The main terrace is Terrace North A. B: Looking east from the BR overlook. These terraces
are too small to be recognized in the 10m DEM.
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Fluvial Terraces

Flood Deposits

Figure 14. Aerial photograph ( NAIP -USDA, 2005) of the field area. Standard tools in ArcScene GIS
software were used to perform 3D rendering and 2x vertical exaggeration on the image to highlight the
terraces in the canyon and basin.

Methods
ArcMAP GIS software was used for the initial examination of the terraces in the
canyon and in the adjacent basin. Two separate 10 meter DEM’s were stitched together
using the mosaic tool. Using a Profile tool (EZ Profiler for ArcMap 9.x (Multi-layers &
profile lines version) available at http://arcscripts.esri.com/details.asp?dbid=13688) in
ArcMap, I created profiles of the canyon in both areas known to have terraces and across
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regular intervals throughout the canyon. I created the profiles by using the profile tool in
the ArcMAP interface to draw a line on the DEM from the top of the canyon down to
river grade. Placement of the profile lines is focused in areas that have the least modern
hillslope alteration and therefore are most likely to have preserved evidence of the
terraces. The profile script creates a point with x, y, and z components based on the
digital elevation data along that line. I created twenty five profiles on the north side of
the canyon and twenty eight on the south (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Hillshade image of the Kerr Dam Canyon with lines indicating the location of the profiles. The
yellow lines are profiles that show the erosional terraces used in this study.

I exported the x,y,z data to Microsoft Excel format and used that program to
analyze the profiles created for each line. Terraces were identified on the profiles
visually by looking for “flat spots” as well as major shifts in trend. Particular attention
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was paid to canyon profiles that intersected terraces identified in the field. Terraces with
a tread width less than the pixel width of the elevation model (in this case 10m) cannot be
recognized. Additionally, the vertical precision of the DEMs used for this study is
relatively poor. The digital datasets are produced by the USGS and created directly from
contours on 7.5 minute quadrangle maps. This process invariably creates areas of
interpolation between contours. The USGS reports vertical accuracy for these datasets as
half of the contour interval; in this case 10 feet.
In order to test the accuracy of the digital elevation data and therefore the profiles
created using the data, I measured the detailed profile of a terrace just west of Kerr Dam.
I made GPS observations using Trimble R7 GPS equipment (Figure 16) and a “Post
Processed Kinematic” (PPK) survey. In this survey style, a stationary “base station”
receiver is used in conjunction with a “rover” receiver to produce sub-decimeter position
measurements. The base station and rover data are eventually uploaded into and
processed by Trimble Geomatics Office (TGO) software. TGO applies differential
corrections to the rover data based on the base data (via “baselines” between the two) and
reports the improved location for the points along with statistical information on position
accuracy. Both the rover and base collected data at a fixed interval of 1 second. A
backpack setup was used for the rover antenna while the base antenna was on a tripod
setup. Figure 17 shows the location of the GPS measurements and the profile created in
ArcGIS. Reported statistics for the integrity of the GPS data can be found in Appendix 2.
All measurements used were of sub decimeter resolution in the vertical, usually on the
order of 4 cm.
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The terraces identified using this method are prominent in the field and easily
identified on the profiles. Terraces were traced down-canyon, profile to profile, on both
sides of the canyon to check their extent downstream.

Figure 16. Typical Setup for GPS measurements. The base station is the receiver on the tripod and the
rover is the backpack setup on the tailgate of the truck. The Mission Mountains are in the background.

Results

DEM vs. GPS analysis

Figure 17 shows that, compared to my GPS measurements, the digital elevation
data approximate the topography quite well. The vertical component of the DEM data,
however, is consistently at a lower elevation than the GPS observations. The elevation
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difference in the Kerr1 profile ranges from 2 to 15 meters with a standard deviation of 2.2
meters.
I performed a regression analysis on the elevation component of the two datasets
in an effort to quantify how well the trend of the DEM profile mimics the trend of the
GPS profile. The analysis for the two lines gives an R-squared value of .994 and a
standard error of 2.2 meters, indicating that the trend of the two lines correlates quite
well. From these results, I conclude that while the elevations reported by the DEM
appear to be consistently low, the DEM profiling method can be used to identify the
existence of the broadest terraces in the canyon. I use the standard error of 2.2 meters as
the uncertainty in the paleo-river grade analysis below. With these limitations, the terrace
elevations reported in this study are based on the DEM elevations.
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Figure 17. Location of GIS profile and GPS measurements on a prominent terrace west of the Kerr Dam.
The GIS observations based on 10 meter DEM’s are consistently lower than the GPS profile I measured
directly in the field.

Terrace Geometry

Kerr Dam Canyon Strath Terraces
Two separate strath terraces that can be correlated across the LFR persist from
profile-to-profile downstream. These terraces are at approximate elevations of 927 and
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913 meters (Figure18) on the north side of the canyon and 925 and 913 meters on the
south. The terraces were picked visually on the profiles and are mainly identified as “flat
spots” combined with a shift in overall trend of the profile line. Each terrace is
characterized by at least 40 meters (about 4 pixels) of consistent elevation perpendicular
to the flow of the river. Also, each of the identified terraces is seen in at least four
separate profiles. The uppermost north side terrace (North A) is seen in profiles N3, N4,
N8, N9, N17, and N23. The lowermost north side terrace (North B) is identified in
profiles N1, N6, N8, N17 and N24. The uppermost south side terrace (South A) is seen
in profiles S1, S9, S19, and S20. The lowermost south side terrace (South B) is seen in
profiles S5, S6, S7, S8, S18, and S24. Figure 19 shows all of the relevant profiles plotted
together.
Importantly, Figure 18 does not accurately display the three dimensional nature of
the terraces. The x axis for each profile is distance along the profile line; perpendicular
to the flow direction of the river. The canyon itself is approximately 3.6 km long and
profiles are placed in regular intervals (80-150 meters) along that length (Figure 19). The
spacing of profiles in the study is shown in Table 1. The blue ‘terrace’ that is identified
in Figure 19 is shown to highlight the terrace identified in that profile.
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Figure 18. Canyon profiles showing the four terraces identified using the 10 meter DEM’s. The lightest colored lines are the easternmost profiles in
the canyon. The profiles darken with their relative position downstream. All of the profiles are at the same vertical and horizontal scales but have been
translated horizontally in these plots to provide some isolation of the individual profiles. The blue polygons trace each identified terrace.
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I use a simple analysis of the spatial distribution of the Kerr terraces to calculate a
paleo-river grade in the canyon. Figure 19 is a graph of the elevation of the terraces and
their distance downstream. An uncertainty of +/- 2.2 meters (calculated above) is applied
to each terrace elevation. Including the uncertainty, Terrace North A indicates a river
grade between 5.3 and 7.8 meters elevation change per kilometer river distance (slope
=.0053 to .0078). Terrace North B shows a river grade between 6.4 and 8.5 m/km
(slope =.0064 to .0085). The south side of the canyon appears to have been less steep
with the terrace South A indicating a grade between 0.6 and 3.0 m/km (slope =.0006 to
.0030) and South B indicating a grade between 2.5 and 4.4 m/km (slope =.0025 to .0044).
The analysis shows the downstream slope of the terraces on the north side of the
canyon is markedly steeper than on the south side of the canyon. Additional topographic
mapping with a GPS unit along the tread of each of the identified terraces could
potentially test this hypothesis.

Terraces in the Kerr Dam Canyon
Name
North
A
N3
N4
N8
N9
N17
N23
North
B
N1
N6
N8
N17
N24

Elevation
(m)

Distance Downstream
(m)

927
926
921
917
914
906

438
555
1140
1190
2392
3623

913
911
903
892
885

0
131
1140
2392
3770

Name
South
A
S1
S9
S19
S20

South
B
S5
S6
S7
S8
S18
S24

Table 1: Spatial information for the Kerr Terraces
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Elevation
(m)

Distance Downstream
(m)

925
923
922
919

12
1310
3215
3324

896
897
891
888
880
879

435
558
983
1131
2990
4800

Kerr Terraces North
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Kerr Terraces South
Elevation of terrace (m)
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Figure 19. Linear fit for paleo-river grade based on identified terraces in the canyon. The south side of the
canyon shows a lower paleo-river grade than the north side.

Buffalo Basin Terraces
The Qalf deposits are seen in five lobate features in the buffalo basin and can be
differentiated by elevation as shown in Figure 20. The central part of Lobe 1, the upper
terrace level in Lobe 3, and most of Lobe 4 all occur at an elevation of ~834 meters.
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Lobes 2 and 5 are mostly at the 828 meter level. Inferred mechanisms for the deposition
of this unit and the factors responsible for its current geometry are discussed below.

834 m
832 m
830 m
828 m
826 m
0

0.

1

2

Kilometers

Figure 20. Elevation analysis of the Buffalo Basin along with annotation for the landforms

Discussion
Glacial Outburst Floods (jökulhlaups)
Meltwater discharge in a proglacial fluvial environment can vary on a number of
time scales (Benn and Evans, 1998). On a daily basis, variations in discharge are
controlled by temperature changes while on an annual basis, seasonal variability controls
discharge. Over longer timescales the volume of meltwater discharge is related to the
size of the contributing glacier or ice-sheet and whether the glacier is experiencing rapid
ice sheet growth and decay or is stable. In periods of relative instability (during growth
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or decay) high volume glacial outburst floods (or jökulhlaups) can occur (Marren, 2005).
Figure 21 shows the relative timing, magnitude and frequency of jökulhlaups as well as
the idealized trend of average meltwater discharge during the glacial cycle.
Originally, jökulhlaup was an Icelandic term and only referred to a glacial
outburst flood triggered by a volcanic eruption (Benn and Evans, 1998). The term is now
accepted to describe any abrupt release of water dammed by a glacier; including overpressurized water underneath the glacier as well as glacially dammed lakes (Evans and
Benn, 1998). Jökulhlaups are only one of a variety of water inputs in a proglacial fluvial
environment. Others include precipitation, seasonal variation and long-term glacier
advance and retreat (Maizels, 1997). In general, jökulhlaups and other ‘extreme’ events
have a much greater magnitude and variability compared to ‘normal’ events occurring on
similar timescales (Marren, 2005).
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A

B

Figure 21. From Marren (2005). Part A shows the relative timing, magnitude and frequency of
jökulhlaups compared with other water inputs in proglacial fluvial environments. Part B is an idealized
trend of average meltwater discharge over a glacial cycle. Jökulhlaup magnitude generally decreases at the
end of the glacial cycle and frequency generally increases.

The geomorphologic impact of these infrequent, high-magnitude floods on the
proglacial landscape can be significantly greater than that of processes operating in
intervening periods between flood events. Typical glacio-fluvial depositional terraces are
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the result of episodes of increased sediment supply and subsequent downcutting (Ritter,
1982). In contrast, I interpret the geomorphology of the KDC and the BB to be the result
of episodic jökulhlaups associated with the retreat of the FHL from the Flathead Valley in
the late Pleistocene. As shown in Figure 21, jökulhlaups can be common during glacier
retreat.
In fluvial settings where jökulhlaups occur regularly, flood hardened ‘jökulhlaup
bars’ often develop (Marren, 2002, 2005). These landforms are mid-channel bars that
appear to be up-scaled versions of normal longitudinal or mid channel bars. The features
are deposited during flood events and then generally stay in the same stable position
through time because they are not typically reworked during normal flows. They are
topographically higher than normal channel bars, can be meters to kilometers long and
have a non-reworked main bar surface (Marren, 2004).
A good comparison between jokulhlaup-influenced sedimentation and normal
fluvial sedimentation is provided by Fahnestock and Bradley (1973), who compared the
Knik and Matanuska rivers in Alaska. The Knik experienced annual jökulhlaups for 40
years while the Matanuska was subjected to normal flows for the same time period. The
Knik River formed bars on the scale of 100’s to 1000’s of meters in length that remained
stable while the Matanuska showed braiding and normal channel migration.
I interpret the five lobes identified in the Buffalo basin to be similar to these
hardened ‘jökulhlaup bars’. The basin shows at least two scales of bar development; the
larger scale ‘jökulhlaup bars’ represented by the five lobes and the smaller scale ‘normal
flow’ bars seen in the floodplain and in the modern Lower Flathead River. The lobes are
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conspicuously higher than the floodplain, with 8 meters of relief between the top of Lobe
5 and the LFR floodplain.
Timmerman (2005) interpreted the terrace flights on the northwest flank (Figure
22) of the basin to be strath terraces recording evidence of increased flows. He also
interpreted the deposits in the basin to be a result of these same flows. I disagree with
Timmerman’s (2005) interpretation, and instead infer that the terraces on the northwest
flank are depositional in nature and that all of the terraces in BB are part of a sustained
proglacial system.

Terraces

Figure 22. Aerial photo (NAIP-USDA) with interpreted ‘normal flow’ channels in the BB

The sedimentology of the Qalf units supports my interpretation that they are
‘jökulhlaup-hardened’ bars. The deposits are a conglomerate consisting of poorly sorted
pebble to boulder sized clasts. In general, the largest clasts appear to be near the top of
the deposits, although poor exposure and soil development make this difficult to
demonstrate. The larger clasts are angular and appear to be sourced from the Belt Rock48

cored Buffalo Ridge just east of the basin. Many of the smaller clasts are more rounded
and of variable lithology, and appear to be derived from reworked diamict. Vertical
stratigraphic sections through a jökulhlaup bar in Kangerlussuaq, Greenland (Maizels,
1997), show an inversely graded sequence with sand transitioning upward to massive
gravel and decimeter to meter scale boulders capping the deposit. Such boulder beds are
typical of jökulhlaup facies, particularly ‘hyperconcentrated surge deposits’ described by
Maizels (1997). The deposits in the BB seem to exhibit these same characteristics.
Most jökulhlaup flows are turbulent, with sediment concentrations below the >
40% threshold for hyperconcentrated flows. However, hydraulic conditions associated
with thick, fast, turbulent floods with high sediment concentrations are not well
understood (Maizels, 1997). The flow(s) that deposited the coarse sediment observed in
the BB sediment lobes likely were somewhere in the continuum between water and
hyper-concentrated flow, depending on the sediment concentration and proportion and
mineralogy of clays present (Maizels, 1989). Such flows are capable of carrying coarse
grained sediments remarkable distances. In the BB lobes, grain size decreases with
distance from the mouth of KDC, but the distal parts of Lobe 5 still contain clasts up to
30 cm in diameter. Figure 22 shows a jökulhlaup bar in Iceland that I infer to be
analogous to the lobate deposits I describe here from the BB. The main bar is surrounded
by braided channels typical of normal flow.
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Figure 23. From Marren (2005) (D) Braid bars on the unconfined Skeidara´ river. The arrow highlights a
potential ‘jökulhlaup bar’

It is possible that jökulhlaup deposits also would exist in the KDC to the east.
However, either all evidence of such deposits has been eroded away or the canyon
consistently channeled all flows to the basin without ever actually accumulating
significant sediment volumes. I infer that the four identified erosional terraces in the
canyon are related to high discharge events. Terraces that correlate across the canyon,
like these, indicate that they were likely formed in response to a sudden increase in flow
rather than typical lateral stream meandering (Wegmann and Pazzaglia, 2002). I interpret
that the two sets of terraces (North and South A and North and South B ) in the canyon
represent two separate jökulhlaups.
A field of coarse boulders (up to 580 cm in diameter) is seen on Lobe 4. The
clasts show signs of fluvial deposition including a decrease in grain size to the west
(Figure 22) and local weak imbrication consistent with flow to the west (Timmerman,
2005). Given its high stratigraphic position, the boulder deposit preserved in Lobe 4 of
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the BB (Figure 20) represents the very last stages of flooding in the canyon. The
boulders are very angular and show little sign of transport.
The top of the exposed bedrock surface at Buffalo Rapids (Figure 23) is at an
approximate elevation of 850 meters and is relatively flat lying. I interpret this surface
to have been beveled during a period of channel stability in the history of the LFR. The
modern LFR has incised approximately 40m below this surface. I infer that this
downcutting provided the source for the field of angular boulders seen in the lobe 4 of the
BB.
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Figure 24. A: Photograph of boulder-sized clasts near the Buffalo Rapids. Note the backpack for scale
Flow direction is from left to right. B: Distribution of grain size in boulder field from east to west starting
at Buffalo Rapids. The trend line is a 3rd order polynomial.
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850 m

810 m

Figure 25. Photograph of the Buffalo Rapids bedrock constriction. The dotted line represents a paleovalley floor at 850m. I interpret that incision below this point is due to flood events associated with the
retreat of the FL. The river grade is at 810m.

Gravity Survey
As part of this thesis, I conducted a gravity survey to determine the thickness of
sediments in the Buffalo Basin and to provide a basis for understanding subsurface
bedrock topography. To this end, I collected forty seven geo-referenced gravity
observations in the Buffalo Basin (Figure 26). I organized data points into four basin
cross sections; two north-south trending lines (G1 and G4) and two east-west trending
lines (G2 and G3). Data spacing on lines G1 and G4 is approximately 160 meters and on
lines G2 and G3 is approximately 480 meters. I used this configuration to maximize
detail of the bedrock topography when residual gravity measurements are inverted for
depth. In particular, I selected the locations of my depth profiles for lines G1 and G4 to
test for evidence of a bedrock canyon, channel-like geometry, or other erosional features
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that might be present at the sediment/bedrock interface. Such features might suggest that
the drainage for the Flathead Valley has a relatively long history that may have predated
the last glacial maximum. Lines G2 and G3 were positioned to help define the bedrock
geometry in a three dimensional sense and provide internal consistency within the
dataset. Lastly, I conducted this depth-to-bedrock study to test the hypothesis that one or
more significant faults have offset the top-bedrock surface and that these faults, if
present, may have played a role in localizing the position of the LFR.

Figure 26 Location of gravity observations in the Buffalo Basin. Blue dots represent the locations of data
I collected. Red dots are published data (McCafferty et al., 1998) Black triangles are published
observations on bedrock used to model the regional gravity.

Various other researchers have investigated the thickness of the sediments in the
southern Flathead and northern Mission Valleys. D.J. LaPoint (1971) conducted a
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gravity survey in the region as part of his master’s thesis at the University of Montana,
Missoula. His data spacing (averaging about a 1 mile) is too coarse to provide much
information about the presence of erosional or structural features at the subsurface
bedrock/sediment contact. However, his depth interpretations do provide a check for
interpretations made in conjunction with my study. In addition to the work by LaPoint
(1971), a regional map of bedrock topography was published by the Montana Bureau of
Mines and Geology (2000). The map is based on well logs, oil and gas exploration wells,
and geophysical data. The map is at 1:150,000 scale, again at too small a scale to identify
the subsurface features targeted in this investigation.
Methods
I made forty seven gravity observations with a Geometrix CG-3 gravity meter
(Figure 26). The CG-3 has a reading resolution of 0.005 mgals. Each data point was
geo-referenced using a Trimble XRS pro GPS receiver (Figure 26) that was receiving
real-time differential corrections from the Coast Guard station located on nearby Flathead
Lake. GPS observations were collected at each station in 10 second intervals for
approximately 5 minutes, resulting in 30 observations for each gravity station. The
corrected GPS positions are vertically accurate to about 0.3 meters. I established a local
base station and used a maximum of four hour loops to begin and end each series of
gravity observations. I collected gravity points in two separate trips from Missoula. At
the beginning and end of each day, I made a base station observation in the geophysical
lab in the basement of the Clapp Building (Universtiy of Montana, Missoula). Linear
drift corrections (instrument drift and tidal effects) were applied for each loop in the field
area (maximum of four hours) and then applied for the day (maximum of 12 hours).
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Figure 27 Field assistant Frank with the CG3 Gravity Meter and Trimble XRS Pro GPS unit.

The campus base station consists of a concrete pad and has a known gravity of
980,432.21 mgals. I used the difference in the instrument reading between the UM base
station and the field stations to calculate the observed gravity go at the field stations.

go= Readingbase-Readingfield + 980,432.21

The observed gravity at each point is used in conjunction with standard
corrections to obtain the Complete Bouguer Anomaly (CBA). The CBA represents the
combined near surface and deep crustal gravity anomalies. The equation is as follows:

CBA=go – gth + FAC – SBC + TC
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Where:
go = Observed gravity
gth = Theoretical gravity
FAC = Free Air Correction
SBC = Simple Bouguer Correction
TC = Terrain Correction

Theoretical gravity is calculated based on the latitude of the station. The earth is
an ellipsoid, so latitudes closer to the poles are closer to the earth’s center of mass. The
equation used to calculate the theoretical gravity is

Figure 28 Gravity increases with increased latitude (from Sheriff, 2006)

The free air correction (FAC) accounts for the elevation of the point above mean
sea level. Gravitational attraction decreases with increasing distance from the center of
the earth. This study employs the commonly used .3086 mgal per meter of elevation.
The simple Bouguer anomaly accounts for the mass of rock between the geoid
and the gravity station elevation. This is approximated by assuming that this distance is
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filled with an infinite slab of rock with a density of 2.67 g/cm3, resulting in a change in
gravity of 0.11195 mgal/m.
The complete Bouguer anomaly is calculated by taking into account the
surrounding topography (mountain ranges and valleys) using the terrain correction. The
terrain correction is calculated using a program called HAMXYZ (Gradient Geophysics,
1997). I used a USGS 30 meter DEM to approximate the surrounding topography to
about 7km radially. Terrain past that distance contributes significantly less to the local
gravity stations. Therefore, I resampled the 30 m DEM to 100 m past 7 km to maintain a
smaller file size when using the software. Figure 29 shows the terrain corrections (in
mgal) overlayed on a DEM. Terrain corrections are higher where the topography has
steeper gradients. The terrain corrections correlate well with the local topography. The
complete Bouguer anomaly is plotted in Figure 30.
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Figure 29 Terrain corrections shown with local topography. Gravity stations in areas with steeper
topographic gradients have higher terrain corrections.
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Figure 30 Complete Bouguer Anomaly in the Buffalo Basin and Irvine Flats. Light blue circles are points
I collected. White crosses are published data (McCafferty et al., 1998).

Depths for the basin model are inverted from the residual gravity (gresid),
calculated by subtracting the regional gravity (greg) from the CBA. The residual gravity
is essentially that part of the CBA that is contributed by the low-density Quaternary and
Tertiary sediments filling the basin. The regional gravity is represented by a surface built
using regional bedrock data points, where the residual gravity is zero (Figure 31). The
sources for these points include direct measurements and the National Geophysical Data
Center dataset. The data points were combined and gridded using a minimum curvature
approach. Residual gravity for each point was calculated by subtracting from the
regional gravity surface (Figure 32). Appendix 3 contains all of the gravity results.
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Figure 31 Regional Gravity surface based on published gravity stations (McCafferty, 1998) on bedrock in
the region. The black triangles are the data points. The surface is created using a minimum curvature
approach.
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Figure 32 Residual gravity: calculated by subtracting the regional gravity (Figure 31) from the CBA
(Figure 30). The black triangles are gravity stations on bedrock.

Basin Depth Model

Density
Depth interpretations are heavily influenced by the density contrast between the
bedrock and the valley fill. Bedrock in the area is composed of the metasedimentary
Revett and St. Regis Formations of the Mesoproterozoic Belt Supergroup (Plate 1).
Density for these rocks ranges from 2.6 to 2.9 g/cm3 (LaPoint, 1971; Constenius, 1988;
Kleinkopf, 1997; Nyquest, 2001; Stalker, 2004). Harrison (2000) used a density value of
2.65 g/cm3 for the bedrock in his gravity survey in the nearby Nyack valley. Braden
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(2006) averaged 2.7 g/cm3 in direct measurements of the bedrock adjacent to the Buffalo
Basin. Due to a complete absence of seismic or well data to constrain the depth models
(and, therefore, density), I use a density value of 2.7 g/cm3 for the bedrock in the area
based on measurements done by others.
As seen on the geologic map of the area (Plate 1), Quaternary alluvium (Qal) and
loosely consolidated diamicton (Qgdm) dominate the exposures in the basin. Braden
(2006) used a density of 2.35 g/cm3 for glacial till of the Polson Moraine a few kilometers
east of the basin. Harrison (2004) used 1.95 g/cm3 for typical Quaternary alluvium.
Stalker (2004) used 1.9 g/cm3 for this same material. Levish (1997) and Smith (2004)
reported that the maximum thickness for these units is 150 meters.
Tertiary sands and gravels are reported widely throughout the Flathead Valley but
do not crop out in or near the basin. Constenius (1998) estimated that the Tertiary fill in
the Kishenehn Basin ranges from 2.2 – 2.4 g/cm3. I assume that Tertiary material fills the
basin at depths below 150 meters. Because basin depths approach 1000 meters, a large
proportion of the basin fill likely consistes of Tertiary sands, silts, and gravels.
Line G1 is on the eastern edge of the basin where the sediment thickness is less
than 100 meters. I infer that the valley fill here is composed of Quaternary alluvium and
loosely consolidated lake sediments (Qgdm), and I use a density of 2.0 g/cm3 for this
material. With a bedrock density of 2.7 g/cm3, the density contrast for line G1 is 0.7
g/cm3. Lines G2, G3 and G4 extend to the central part of the basin where a majority of
the fill material is likely Tertiary in origin. I use a density of 2.2 g/cm3 for the Tertiary
fill, resulting in a density contrast of 0.5 g/cm3 between the this material and the bedrock.
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As discussed in the Geologic Mapping section, the Qgdm unit shows a maximum
thickness of ~150 m in the Kerr Dam Canyon (Levish, 1997). This unit, then, in
combination with Quaternary alluvium (Qal), likely exists below the ground surface in
the Buffalo Basin as well. Based on the proximity of the Buffalo Basin to the KDC, I
interpret there to be between 50 and 100 meters of this low density material that
comprises the near surface fill in the Buffalo Basin. Lines G2, G3 and G4 are three layer
models that incorporate this interpretation.

Depth Model
I inverted residual gravity calculations for depth using GravCAD (Sheriff, 1997) a
2D forward modeling program that utilizes the Talwani algorithm. Figures 33-36 are
interpreted cross sections of the basin. The bottom window in each figure shows the
geologic model and the top window shows the gravitational response. Lines G2 and G3
incorporate published data to help constrain the maximum depth of the basin.
Calculation of the residual gravity for each station uses a modeled minimum
curvature surface that approximates the regional gravity signal. I calculated this surface
using gravity stations on bedrock in the region where the residual gravity should be zero.
Because the modeled regional gravity is imperfect, the residual gravity calculated for
bedrock points on line G1 (Figure 33) results in a very small positive residual gravity
anomaly (maximum 0.07 mgal) along the margins of the basin. GravCAD (Sheriff,
1997) cannot match a basin depth to a postitive residual gravity anomaly but this has little
effect on the model overall.
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Figure 33 Gravity line G1 Density contrast is 0.7 g/cm3. The model shows channel features at the valley
fill/bedrock contact. The lower window is the basin model with no vertical exaggeration
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Figure 34 Gravity Line G2 Density contrast of 0.7 g/cm3 for the near surface Quaternary sediments and
0.5 g/cm3 for the Tertiary sediments at depth.
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Figure 35 Gravity line G3. Density contrast of 0.7 g/cm3 for the near surface Quaternary sediments and
0.5 g/cm3 for the Tertiary sediments at depth.
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Figure 36 Gravity line G4. Density contrast of 0.7 g/cm3 for the near surface Quaternary sediments and
0.5 g/cm3 for the Tertiary sediments at depth.

Discussion

Line G1 shows subsurface bedrock topography that I interpret as erosional
features that were most likely formed in response to fluvial processes similar to those
observed today along the LFR near Buffalo Rapids. Two separate channel-like features
are shown in Figure 33, with the northernmost channel reaching a maximum depth below
the ground surface of 26 meters and the southern channel reaching a maximum depth of
30 meters. The location of these channels is at the mouth of the KDC, corresponding
quite well with the main channel of the LFR. The overall depth of the channel features is
geologically reasonable; on par with the relief seen in the fluvially-incised bedrock notch
at Buffalo Rapids (Figure 25).
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It is important to note that the relief seen on the bedrock/valley fill contact could
potentially be attributed to faulting. However, regional structural maps (Harrison et al.,
1992; Hofmann et al., 2006) show the predominant stress field to be east-west oriented
extension, expressed on the surface by north-south trending normal faults. Although EW trending faults are mapped in the area (i.e. the Big Draw Fault), none of these faults
appear to extend into the basin. Blocks of bedrock that are down-dropped by normal
faults in this region are most likely to strike in a north-south direction and not be well
expressed in a N-S oriented profile such as line G1.
I infer that the subsurface channel features are filled with modern stream alluvium
(Qal) and diamicton (Qgdm) from GLM. If this interpretation is correct, the channels
necessarily pre-date the most recent deposition of the GLM sediments and the most
recent occurrence of the glacially-dammed lake itself. Based on depth models
interpreted from gravity data as well as geologic mapping, I conclude that the channels
identified are likely two separate paleo-channel cross sections; relics of a major river
system that flowed through this region before the latest glacial maximum. Based on the
depth model, ancient flows were at about 800 meters elevation near Buffalo Rapids
The regional CBA map shows an enclosed depression of about 15 milligals with
steep gradients between the structural bottom of the basin and the bedrock cored Salish
Mountains and the Buffalo Rapids/Ridge to the west and east, respectively. This gravity
anomaly translates to a maximum basin fill thickness of ~830m using a density contrast
of 0.5 g/cm3 between the bedrock and Tertiary sands and gravels and 0.7 g/cm3 between
the bedrock and Quaternary sediments (Lines G2,G3). The thickness of this basin fill
suggests that it is a result of tectonic evolution of the region, not modern erosional
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processes. Both profile G2 and profile G3 show a step-wise, progressive deepening of
the basin from east to west. I interpret these steps (two in each model) to represent westdipping normal faults, sequentially down-dropping blocks of bedrock (Figure 34). These
results agree with a model put forth by LaPoint (1971). Based on regional scale gravity
observations, LaPoint (1971) interpreted the basin to be generally symmetric, reaching a
maximum depth of 1060 m (based on a density contrast of 0.5 g/cm3 ). This model shows
a maximum depth of the basin to be ~830 meters because it incorporates lower density,
near surface fill material (Qgdm). LaPoint’s model (1971) also shows step-wise normal
faulting with east-dipping normal faults on the west flank and west-dipping normal faults
on the east. The results of my study confirm the structural model proposed by LaPoint
(1971) and, in fact, expand it to include areas to the south.

Figure 37 Cross section showing lines G2 and G3. The blue area represents the ground surface in the
basin and the brown lines represent the valley fill/bedrock contact. Interpreted normal faults on the east
shoulder of the basin are diagrammed as well. The profiles are 4X vertically exaggerated

The Flathead Valley is located in the northwestern extension of the Intermountain
Seismic Belt, where Pleistocene and Holocene faults typically are range-bounding normal
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faults with surface displacements up to several meters during individual seismic events
(Hofmann et al., 2006). Recent seismicity has been well documented in northwestern
Montana with over 290 earthquakes having been reported near Flathead Lake since 1900
(Qamar et al., 1992). Evidence of several significant prehistoric earthquakes has been
documented from the region as well (Stickney et al. 2000; Ostenaa et al., 1995; Hofmann
et al., 2006). My interpretation of normal faults bounding the Buffalo Basin is consistent
with documented seismic activity in the region.
Based on analysis of high-resolution seismic data from Flathead Lake and results
from onshore geologic mapping and literature review, Hofmann et al. (2006) outlined the
neo-tectonic history of the region. Cross-cutting relations within the seismic dataset from
FHL reveal the presence of five different phases of increased seismic activity. Based on
a lack of surficial expression of these interpreted faults, displacement could have
occurred during the oldest of these phases (15,000-13,000 cal yr BP) or any time prior to
the deposition of these sediments.
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Figure 38 3D depth model based on the 2D profiles created using GravCAD. Numbers and contours
represent depth from the ground surface.

Conclusions
As part of this thesis, I performed detailed geologic mapping, an in-depth study of
the geometry of the terraces in the area, and a geophysical investigation of the depth to
bedrock along the lower Flathead River in western Montana. Based on my results and
my integration of these results with previous work in the area, I conclude the following:
1) Eight geologic map units are defined based on facies analysis of the sediments in the
Kerr Dam Canyon and Buffalo Basin. These map units include the following: Qgdm and
Qgdl units were deposited in the ice-proximal, glacio-lacustrine environment of glacial
Lake Missoula. Qgdl sediments represent a slackwater part of the lake, allowing
rhythmic sedimentation with decreased ice rafted input of clasts. Qalf deposits are part of
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a proglacial fluvial system typified by episodic jökulhlaups. Lobate features seen in the
basin are flood-hardened mega-barforms deposited during jökulhlaups associated with
the retreat of the FHL.
2) The boulder field at the eastern end of the Buffalo Basin constitutes evidence of high
magnitude floods relatively late in the geologic history of the area. These boulders were
derived from bedrock exposures in the Kerr Dam Canyon upstream of the deposit.
3) The measured section near the Kerr Dam spill point is consistent with published
examples of deposition in ice-proximal proglacial lake environments. The
stratigraphically low position of the section suggests that the spill point at Kerr Dam was
a past topographic low that localized sedimentation in this region.
4) Two strath terraces are identified in the Kerr Dam Canyon using GIS techniques.
Both of the terraces can be correlated across the river. On the north side of the canyon,
terraces occur at 927 and 913 meters; on the south side of the canyon, they occur at 925
and 913 meters. Correlation of terraces such as these across the river canyon suggests
that they likely formed in response to jökulhlaups originating upstream, rather than as a
result of erosion associated with lateral fluvial migration.
5) I developed a depth-to-bedrock model of the Buffalo Basin by inverting data from a
gravity survey. The resulting model shows topographic relief in the subsurface
bedrock/valley fill interface at the eastern end of the basin that I interpret as representing
paleo-channels. The depth model also shows stepwise deepening on the east shoulder of
the basin that I interpret as two west dipping normal faults. I interpret these normal faults
to be responsible for development of a significant, enclosed bedrock depression in the
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Irvine Flats and Buffalo Basin regions that is filled with up to 830 meters of Tertiary and
Quaternary sediment.
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Appendix 1: Typical Post Processed Kinematic GPS Observation Statistics
Example: Baseline Summary B560 (base12 to 74971800.DAT)
Processed:

Tuesday, Sep 05, 2006 03:20:18PM

Solution type:

L1 fixed

Solution acceptability:

Low ratio

Ephemeris used:

Broadcast

Met Data:

Standard

Baseline slope distance:

890.163m

Elevation mask:

13 degrees

Variance ratio:

1.7

Reference variance:

5.993

RMS:

0.007m

Horizontal Precision 1-sigma (scaled):

0.025m

Vertical Precision 1-sigma (scaled):

0.032m

Start time (GPS Time):

06/06/29, 19:44:02.000

1381, 416642.000

Stop time (GPS Time):

06/06/29, 19:44:02.000

1381, 416642.000

Occupation time:

00:00:00.000
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Appendix 2: Statistics for the GPS vs DEM study
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.99721367
R Square
0.99443511
Adjusted R
Square
0.99437774
Standard Error
2.21924244
Observations
99
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

1
97
98

Coefficients
Intercept
956.6

-16.554402
1.0116138

MS
85369.213
4.925037

F
17333.72008

Significance
F
3.6581E-111

Standard
Error

t Stat

P-value

Lower 95%

Upper
95%

Lower
95.0%

6.95213516
0.007683673

2.3811968
131.65759

0.019209228
3.6581E-111

30.35246531
0.996363833

2.7563383
1.0268638

30.3524653
0.99636383

SS
85369.21323
477.7285918
85846.94182
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Upper 95.0%
2.756338309
1.026863758

Appendix 3: Gravity Survey Data
ID
UM Base
Line G1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
13
14
15
16
Line G2
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
48
49
50
Line G3

Lat

Lon

Location km

Observed g

Theoretical g

TC

FAA

Simple BA

Complete BA

Residuals **

47.66773
47.66693
47.66571
47.66453
47.66339
47.66226
47.66112
47.65997
47.65885
47.65770
47.65659
47.65429
47.65304
47.65233
47.64686

-114.30647
-114.30578
-114.30446
-114.30320
-114.30185
-114.30055
-114.29929
-114.29799
-114.29661
-114.29530
-114.29404
-114.29113
-114.29013
-114.28882
-114.28279

0.000
0.103
0.271
0.433
0.595
0.754
0.912
1.073
1.234
1.396
1.552
1.890
2.047
2.173
2.931

980432.210
980565.390
980565.536
980565.816
980566.057
980565.942
980565.741
980564.999
980564.508
980564.008
980562.972
980564.452
980563.885
980563.866
980563.725
980542.645

980861.082
980861.009
980860.899
980860.793
980860.690
980860.588
980860.486
980860.381
980860.281
980860.177
980860.077
980859.870
980859.757
980859.693
980859.200

1.0867
0.8781
0.7911
0.7696
0.7436
0.7069
0.6258
0.5749
0.5353
0.5256
0.9557
0.6824
0.8975
1.5948
0.5371

-40.249
-40.572
-40.751
-40.761
-40.986
-41.129
-41.077
-40.579
-40.168
-39.988
-41.878
-40.464
-40.863
-41.529
-28.233

-132.916
-133.042
-133.014
-132.895
-133.043
-133.170
-133.369
-133.191
-133.075
-133.298
-133.929
-133.159
-133.379
-133.832
-132.827

-131.829
-132.164
-132.223
-132.125
-132.299
-132.463
-132.743
-132.616
-132.539
-132.772
-132.973
-132.476
-132.481
-132.237
-132.290

0.075
-0.183
-0.139
0.033
-0.091
-0.227
-0.503
-0.376
-0.317
-0.559
-0.770
-0.273
-0.258
-0.008
0.019

47.65983
47.65994
47.65954
47.66047
47.65737
47.65649
47.65580
47.65433
47.64299
47.63133
47.63066

-114.28449
-114.29102
-114.29739
-114.30368
-114.31003
-114.31632
-114.32271
-114.32895
-114.35499
-114.36999
-114.38999

9.038
8.549
8.070
7.587
7.000
6.519
6.034
5.539
3.216
1.501
0.000

980559.047
980562.332
980564.427
980564.176
980562.181
980561.725
980559.100
980557.360
*
*
*

980860.369
980860.379
980860.343
980860.426
980860.147
980860.068
980860.006
980859.873
*
*
*

1.5811
0.6207
0.5623
0.5188
0.4547
0.5195
0.4468
0.5320
*
*
*

-37.510
-38.249
-40.313
-41.915
-44.135
-46.026
-48.187
-51.501
-54.800
-52.100
-37.500

-133.213
-132.495
-133.037
-134.179
-136.217
-137.559
-139.865
-142.560
*
*
*

-131.632
-131.875
-132.475
-133.661
-135.762
-137.039
-139.418
-142.028
-144.700
-142.600
-135.900

0.121
0.134
-0.244
-1.440
-3.674
-5.140
-7.686
-10.407
-13.449
-11.425
-3.906
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25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
52
53
Line G4
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

47.65771
47.65469
47.65305
47.65105
47.64953
47.64997
47.64785
47.64542
47.62749
47.62099

-114.28356
-114.28811
-114.29438
-114.30026
-114.30622
-114.31352
-114.31952
-114.32451
-114.35599
-114.38799

9.138
8.661
8.156
7.664
7.186
6.637
6.129
5.668
2.505
0.000

980564.787
980563.858
980562.832
980563.190
980561.474
980559.559
980556.867
980553.842
*
*

980860.178
980859.906
980859.757
980859.578
980859.441
980859.480
980859.289
980859.070
*
*

0.4964
0.4807
0.9271
0.8285
1.0368
0.8046
0.6151
0.4000
*
*

-39.678
-39.980
-43.679
-42.786
-45.754
-46.964
-47.673
-49.915
-55.200
-32.800

-132.442
-132.873
-135.549
-134.784
-137.248
-138.729
-140.088
-142.534
*
*

-131.946
-132.392
-134.622
-133.956
-136.212
-137.924
-139.473
-142.134
-145.900
-132.900

0.000
-0.245
-2.350
-1.650
-3.966
-5.835
-7.509
-10.267
-14.803
-1.437

47.66767
47.66595
47.66426
47.66260
47.66087
47.65922
47.65755
47.65595
47.65354
47.65188
47.65019
47.64847
47.64682
47.64516
47.64346

-114.32882
-114.32825
-114.32732
-114.32661
-114.32586
-114.32532
-114.32467
-114.32405
-114.32309
-114.32230
-114.32168
-114.32094
-114.32037
-114.31967
-114.31918

0.000
0.195
0.396
0.588
0.789
0.976
1.168
1.352
1.629
1.823
2.017
2.216
2.404
2.597
2.789

980552.227
980551.756
980557.323
980559.130
980559.685
980559.804
980559.695
980558.835
980559.512
980558.407
980557.612
980557.042
980556.422
980554.086
980548.550

980861.076
980860.921
980860.768
980860.619
980860.463
980860.314
980860.164
980860.020
980859.802
980859.652
980859.500
980859.345
980859.196
980859.046
980858.893

0.4000
0.4883
0.6236
0.5587
0.5175
0.5050
0.5447
0.4570
0.6176
0.4715
0.4919
0.4782
0.5493
0.4922
0.4415

-42.580
-43.202
-45.978
-47.019
-47.496
-47.997
-48.785
-48.722
-49.806
-49.590
-49.829
-49.811
-49.678
-48.236
-45.704

-139.174
-139.685
-139.379
-139.332
-139.378
-139.601
-140.088
-140.307
-140.674
-140.883
-141.267
-141.407
-141.493
-141.367
-141.706

-138.774
-139.196
-138.755
-138.774
-138.861
-139.096
-139.543
-139.850
-140.056
-140.411
-140.776
-140.929
-140.944
-140.875
-141.265

-7.708
-8.023
-7.476
-7.398
-7.389
-7.548
-7.917
-8.158
-8.275
-8.574
-8.893
-9.006
-8.991
-8.896
-9.273

Note: Stations 48-53 are unclassified Department of Defense data used to augment my data in the bedrock depth models.
* Unavailable
** Regional gravity approximated using a minimum curvature surface created from gravity stations on bedrock and listed in
Appendix 3A
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Appendix 3A Gravity stations - USGS
ID
NGDC001
NGDC002
NGDC003
NGDC004
NGDC005
NGDC006
NGDC007
NGDC008
NGDC009
NGDC010
NGDC011
NGDC012
NGDC013
NGDC014
NGDC015
NGDC016
NGDC017
NGDC018
NGDC019
NGDC020
NGDC021
NGDC022
NGDC023
NGDC024
NGDC025
NGDC026
NGDC027
NGDC028
NGDC029
NGDC030
NGDC031
NGDC032
NGDC033
NGDC034
NGDC035
NGDC036
NGDC037
NGDC038
NGDC039
NGDC040
NGDC041
NGDC042
NGDC043
NGDC044
NGDC045
NGDC046
NGDC047

LONG
-114.46599
-114.46599
-114.45499
-114.45499
-114.45399
-114.45399
-114.45199
-114.45199
-114.44299
-114.44299
-114.42766
-114.42299
-114.41849
-114.41699
-114.40649
-114.40649
-114.40599
-114.40599
-114.40099
-114.40099
-114.40099
-114.40099
-114.39941
-114.39416
-114.38999
-114.38999
-114.38799
-114.38799
-114.38033
-114.36999
-114.36999
-114.36999
-114.36999
-114.36699
-114.35599
-114.35499
-114.35433
-114.34799
-114.34799
-114.34799
-114.34499
-114.33999
-114.33999
-114.32683
-114.32399
-114.32399
-114.32099

LAT
47.70916
47.70916
47.67449
47.67449
47.68183
47.68183
47.68933
47.68933
47.70516
47.70516
47.59499
47.66349
47.59816
47.58749
47.61399
47.61399
47.70216
47.68883
47.64899
47.67416
47.66349
47.64899
47.62431
47.59733
47.68883
47.63066
47.58699
47.62099
47.61399
47.69499
47.68883
47.67416
47.63133
47.60616
47.62749
47.64299
47.60249
47.70349
47.68949
47.67416
47.64816
47.65166
47.61433
47.61666
47.68899
47.64549
47.63499

ELEV
1138.70
1138.70
1566.60
1566.60
1539.80
1539.80
1415.10
1415.10
1036.90
1036.90
943.10
972.90
985.70
998.80
1221.90
1221.90
902.20
898.20
890.00
892.70
891.20
890.00
948.07
1351.50
879.30
879.30
896.10
895.20
896.40
888.70
884.20
875.90
808.30
878.70
811.30
803.10
831.80
892.10
886.60
882.00
808.00
808.30
855.60
871.10
899.10
824.10
881.10
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FAA
-3.60
-3.60
43.80
43.80
38.10
38.10
27.70
27.70
-15.50
-15.50
-25.70
-22.50
-20.10
-18.50
6.10
6.10
-37.60
-36.10
-31.40
-32.40
-35.30
-31.40
-26.79
22.20
-42.40
-37.50
-30.00
-32.80
-33.70
-38.40
-41.70
-46.80
-52.10
-32.90
-55.20
-54.80
-37.80
-33.80
-34.40
-40.40
-55.70
-54.50
-49.40
-47.60
-30.60
-49.30
-43.40

CBA
-131.00
-131.00
-131.40
-131.40
-134.10
-134.10
-130.60
-130.60
-131.50
-131.50
-131.20
-131.30
-130.40
-130.30
-130.50
-130.50
-138.50
-136.60
-131.00
-132.30
-135.00
-131.00
-132.45
-129.00
-140.70
-135.90
-130.30
-132.90
-134.10
-137.80
-140.70
-144.80
-142.60
-131.20
-145.90
-144.70
-130.80
-133.60
-133.60
-139.00
-146.10
-145.00
-145.10
-145.00
-131.20
-141.60
-142.00

Descrip
Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock

Bedrock

Bedrock
Bedrock

Bedrock

NGDC048
NGDC049
NGDC050
NGDC051
NGDC052
NGDC053
NGDC054
NGDC055
NGDC056
NGDC057
NGDC058
NGDC059
NGDC060
NGDC061
NGDC062
NGDC063
NGDC064
NGDC065
NGDC066
NGDC067
NGDC068
NGDC069
NGDC070
NGDC071
NGDC072
NGDC073
NGDC074
NGDC075
NGDC076
NGDC077
NGDC078
NGDC079
NGDC080
NGDC081
NGDC082
NGDC083
NGDC084
NGDC085
NGDC086
NGDC087
NGDC088

-114.31799
-114.30647
-114.30499
-114.30499
-114.30499
-114.30299
-114.29949
-114.29699
-114.29699
-114.29449
-114.28799
-114.28449
-114.28399
-114.28399
-114.28399
-114.28399
-114.28399
-114.28399
-114.28356
-114.28349
-114.28333
-114.28279
-114.27999
-114.27283
-114.26799
-114.26699
-114.26216
-114.26199
-114.26199
-114.26199
-114.26199
-114.26199
-114.24599
-114.24099
-114.24099
-114.24099
-114.24099
-114.24099
-114.23016
-114.19783
-114.19783

47.65649
47.66773
47.68399
47.68399
47.63499
47.66599
47.60583
47.66966
47.66966
47.61666
47.65816
47.65983
47.71833
47.70383
47.68916
47.67033
47.63199
47.61799
47.65771
47.60133
47.60633
47.64686
47.68216
47.61683
47.68949
47.68933
47.61683
47.70383
47.68916
47.64599
47.63599
47.63149
47.62999
47.67999
47.66016
47.64599
47.64266
47.61666
47.59533
47.60233
47.60233

818.00
827.75
904.30
904.30
885.40
822.90
869.60
899.10
899.10
880.30
834.80
854.87
1050.90
983.50
967.10
981.10
894.80
885.40
828.62
856.20
881.50
934.29
956.10
881.20
972.60
972.60
882.70
997.60
974.40
915.60
935.70
897.60
824.10
824.10
981.40
922.00
922.30
894.80
973.80
955.90
955.90
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-46.40
-40.25
-29.10
-29.10
-37.90
-39.80
-42.20
-31.50
-31.50
-40.80
-39.00
-37.51
-14.70
-25.20
-23.60
-22.40
-35.80
-38.50
-39.68
-38.50
-35.30
-28.23
-24.80
-38.80
-26.20
-25.80
-35.50
-23.90
-26.70
-32.20
-29.80
-35.00
-42.50
-42.60
-26.10
-32.10
-31.20
-33.60
-25.10
-28.20
-28.20

-137.90
-131.83
-130.20
-130.20
-137.00
-131.90
-139.50
-132.10
-132.10
-139.30
-132.50
-131.63
-132.30
-135.20
-131.80
-132.10
-135.90
-137.60
-131.95
-134.30
-133.90
-132.29
-131.70
-137.40
-135.00
-134.60
-134.20
-135.50
-135.70
-134.60
-134.50
-135.50
-134.80
-134.80
-135.90
-135.20
-134.40
-133.80
-134.10
-135.10
-135.10

Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock

Bedrock
Bedrock

Bedrock
Bedrock

Bedrock

Bedrock

Bedrock

Bedrock
Bedrock
Bedrock

